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Introduc)on
Polidomes high-end Glamping Geodomes are hailed as a
mark of excellence and can provide luxurious living conditions
in any climate and can be setup basically on any terrain on
earth!
The quality of our geodesic glamping tents has reinvented the
meaning of glamping (“glamorous camping”). We have
employed a combination of the latest technologies and
materials and paid close attention to all functional and
aesthetic details to be certain each of our glamping dwell
domes are exceptionally comfortable and luxurious. In
comparison to other solutions our dome homes are not only
highly resistant to external conditions but are extremely
economical. Their mobility, ease and speed of assembly are
other important advantages.
Polidomes glamping tents are characterized by a modern
design and an extraordinary appearance, thanks to which
they stand out against the background of standard leisure
facilities and at the same time create a pleasant and exclusive
relaxation zone. These are prestigious products that will meet
the expectations of the most demanding customers.
Welcome to the elite world of the best glamping tents in
the world!
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Our Comfort Model is the first of three
different price models offered by
Polidomes. This model is a fully enclosed
geodesic glamping dome tent that
ensures thermal comfort regardless of
weather and climatic conditions. The
Comfort package does not include any
additional
accessories.
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This is an upgraded Comfort Model fully
enriched with fashionable and stylish
equipment in a modern style. The interior
comes fully furnished and includes an
ergonomic kitchen, a bathroom, bedroom and
living area with loft and provides all the
comforts of home. The modular building area is
5.5 m2.

Polidomes top-class product offer.
Designed in the ‘Boho’ style and dedicated
to the most demanding customers. Every
detail of this model has been refined to
meet the expectations of users both in
terms of functionality and visual values. The
modular building area is 8.1 m2.

Size

Package sizes available:

G30
Diameter:

6,2 m

Height:

3,8 m

Surface:

30 m2

Capacity:

2

Due to the surface of the G30 tent, it is not
available in the Premium version.

G40
If you want to enlarge the relaxation area, you can
additionally add a wooden terrace to any size of a
glamping tent.

Diameter:

7,5 m

Height:

4,6 m

Surface:

40 m2

Capacity:

4

G50
All elements of glamping tents are designed
and manufactured in Poland by the Polidomes
team.
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Diameter:

8m

Height:

4m

Surface:

50 m2

Capacity:

4+

G30
G40
G50
Available Sets:
• Comfort
• Trendline

Available Sets:
• Comfort
• Trendline
• Premium

Available Sets:
• Comfort
• Trendline
• Premium

Reliable concept
Polidomes glamping tents are an innovative
concept that include everything that enables
comfortable use of the dome throughout the
year. Each of its elements is an integral and
inseparable part, important for the proper
functioning of the whole.

Ventilation
with
recuperation

Insulation

Double
skin

Polidomes’ years of experience in design,
production and assembly of spherical buildings
are behind the quality, precision of workmanship
and the selection of technological solutions.

Heat pomp
with air
conditioning

Doors with
rainproof
construction
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Insulated
floor
system

Cover insulation
Outer cover

Steel structure

Vapor-permeable
membrane

Double layer of
transparent foil

PIR plate with double
aluminum screen
Finishing codura material
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Insulated system floor

Top finishing layer according to the customer's needs
(e.g. vinyl panel, sports floor)
MFP plate

PIR plate
with double aluminum
screen

Anti-moisture
insulation

Steel structure
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MFP plate
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Comfort Set

Comfort

The Comfort Model provides the highest
quality dome tent without any additional
equipment. This type of option is dedicated
primarily to people who have their own
concept and idea in mind to create their own
unique interior design.

The Comfort Model’s empty interior provides unlimited
possibilities for those who wish to let their imaginations run
9
wild to arrange the interior of the dome on their own.

The Comfort Set includes
Structure and the cover

Insulated floor system

The outer sheathing of the dome is made of a 3-layer membrane that is
impervious to light radiation. Possible construction colors are available
in the "Your Configuration" section.

The dome is very well insulated from the ground, so the tent will be
an ideal option not only in summer, but also in cooler seasons. It has
a damp-proof foil that has been spread over a galvanized steel
structure. The foil is covered with MFP boards, and these boards are
equipped with high-quality PIR panels.

The tent has a steel structure that has been hot-dip galvanized and
powder coated. The available colors of the plating can be found in the
"Your Configuration" section.
The structure of the dome was designed and made in accordance with
the static and strength calculations covered by the European standard
EN 13782.

Insulation
The dome is filled with insulating panels, i.e. polyisocyanurate (PIR
foam) modules made on the MFP board with a double aluminum
screen that reflects thermal radiation. These modules are filled with
acoustic foam and upholstered with finishing material. The insulation
panels are separated from the outer shell by a unidirectional vaporpermeable membrane.
The transparent part of the tarpaulin is made of a double PVC layer
with a ventilated air space inside.

Doors with rainproof construction
The structure has a warm, single-leaf aluminum door that is filled
with glass / PVC with a rainproof structure. Available door colors
can be found in the "Your Configuration" section.

Heat pump with air conditioning
The dome is equipped with a 7 kW heat pump, which is adjusted to
the size of the tent. The heat pump with air conditioning function can
be remotely controlled via a smartphone, which improves the comfort
of using the tent. Heat pump energy class: A +, operation range:
down to -25 ° C.

Insulation colors are available in the "Your Configuration" section.

Dobule skin

Ventilation with recuperation

An additional layer of material increases the insulation properties in
the place where the transparency is.

The dome tent is equipped with a high-quality recuperator with an antifreeze electric heater. It is equipped with a humidity sensor and a duct
system that distributes the air inside the tent. Thanks to ventilation, the
process of condensation of water vapor in the tent has been reduced,
which significantly increases the comfort of its use and provides fresh
air. The eﬃciency of the device is adjusted to the size of the tent.

Thanks to the ventilation of the space between the transparent
coatings, the phenomenon of water condensation is reduced to a
minimum, which ensures perfect visibility in all conditions.
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Trendline Set

Trendline

The exclusive Trendline package is dedicated
to demanding users who appreciate not only
the functional values of the interior, but also the
visuals.
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The Trendline Pack is designed in a universal, modern style. Its ergonomic and
cozy interior will meet the expectations of demanding customers. Comfortable
furniture, calm, subdued colors and simple accessories create perfect conditions
for relaxation.

Mezzanine
1

The mezzanine consists of a kitchen, bathroom and bedroom module.
It is extremely functional and made of high-quality materials in a
modern style.
The mezzanine is not available in the G30 size tent

2

3

1

Floor panels
Flooring is of high-class vinyl planks with a beautifully marked wood
pattern. They are distinguished by high resistance to moisture and
damage, moreover, their beautiful light wood color deserves attention.

TV cabinet

3

A modern designer TV cabinet, which was designed especially for
the Boho interior and made to order. The cabinet is semicircular
and very functional. It has three spacious drawers and a
comfortable upholstered stand.

6
5

Sofa
4

5

6

A comfortable upholstered sofa-bed is produced on special order
by Polidomes. It has a velour upholstery in a beautiful warm
gray color and eye-catching decorative quilting. The sofa is
made on an Italian frame, which allows it to be unfolded
expressly for a comfortable rest.

Cushions
Elegant accessories, such as perfectly matched cushions in
shades of black, yellow and white, perfectly emphasize the unique
style of the Trendline interior, enlivening and brightening it.

Wall mural
A specially selected wall mural is a perfect addition to the modern
interior design of the dome.
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4

2

Suspended lamp
7

8
7
9
9

8

10
11
11

12

Metal pendant lamp in matt white. It has an open lampshade that does not
suppress lighting, thus adding coziness to the room and enriching its design
with an extraordinary element.

Standing lamp
A standing tripod mounted floor lamp with lampshade provides excellent
lighting and complements the luxurious character of its interior.

Table
A stylish table, perfect for the dining room, with a round glass top and wooden
legs with an interesting, star-shaped arrangement.

Chair
Upholstered chair, a timeless chair with oak-colored legs. Polyester material,
perfect for lovers of an unobtrusive elegant style.

Coﬀee Table
An elegant and refined coﬀee table with a round top made of melamine plate
imitating black marble, as well as four metal legs crossed at the base.
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Round Shag rug
12

13
14

13

14

14

made of soft microfiber, which not only looks elegant but creates a pleasant
relaxation zone and emphasizes the style of the décor.

An upholstered armchair
on metal skids, which looks elegant and modern, and at the same time is very
comfortable. The seat of the armchair is filled with soft foam for maximum
comfort and upholstered with velour material.

Pots and Flowers
Black and green pots with vivid, green plants create a natural decoration for
the living and dining areas of the Trendline tent.
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Premium Set

Premium

Polidomes Premium Dome Model is custom designed in the
natural and fashionable Boho style. The matching decor in
the dome looks elegant and luxurious.

The Premium version is the top-class model in the Polidomes offer. It is
characterized by the unusual shape of the mezzanine, a nature-like interior
design, stylish accessories and high-quality finishing materials. The, natural and
fashionable Boho style has been designed with demanding customers in mind.
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1

2

Mezzanine - consists of a bathroom, kitchen and bedroom module.
Made of high-quality materials, including wood or birch plywood. Its
unusual shape deserves attention.
In the size of the G30 tent, the mezzanine is not available.
Floor panels - high-class vinyl panels with the eﬀect of untreated wood
with visible knots. The combination of aesthetic and functional values
are distinguished not only by an attractive appearance, but also high
resistance to moisture and damage.

3

Braided hammock - a hand-made, braided, suspended hammock is
perfect for relaxation, as well as being an exquisite decoration that
brings a slightly exotic style to the room.

4

Carpet - a light brown jute rug that is not only natural, but also pleasant
to the touch and attractive.

5

Table - the stylish dining table is eye-catching. The table is made of
high-quality teak, and its unusual base is the perfect complement to
the unique interior design of the tent. The table has a round top that
can easily accommodate four people.

6

Chair - a stylish chair made of beech wood, which combines classic
aesthetic values, simple form and exquisite ornamentation. This
comfortable chair comes in natural or blue color is a sophisticated
decorative element of the tent that complements the style.

7

Suspended Lamp - Finnish birch, openwork lamps with a subtle
pattern and a silky sheen.

8

Standing lamp - a floor lamp with a rattan lampshade and a tripod
base is not only a functional element, but also emphasizes the unique
interior design of the dome.
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Artificial moss on the wall - natural-looking artificial moss on
the wall with intense colors is a unique decoration that
perfectly matches the Boho style, and at the same time is
maintenance-free, which increases the comfort of use.
TV cabinet - the style of the TV cabinet, designed especially for
the Boho interior makes an impression. It is a functional cabinet
- it is semicircular and has three drawers and a comfortable
upholstered seat.
Rattan armchair - a unique rattan armchair in the Boho style
with a backrest stylized as a peacock's tail is an accessory that
cannot be passed by indiﬀerently. It is comfortable, and its
unusual shape and intricate details attract attention.

Sofa - an upholstered sofa in a natural bottle-green color
produced on special order by Polidomes. The sofa is very
elegant and designed for stylish modern interiors. Built on an
Italian frame, the hidden bed is comfortable and can be
unfolded with one quick movement.

Mango wood coﬀee table - a unique table made of mango
wood, which will perfectly match the tastefully arranged interior
of the tent, creates an exquisite coﬀee zone.

Rattan coﬀee table
original rattan table straight from Bali. Handcrafted for users
who appreciate original design elements that add character and
oriental notes to the interior.
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Pots + Flowers - unique, natural and braided Boho-style pots
with green plants the perfect complement to the interior
arrangement of the tent.

Step by step
Configure your tent!
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Your configuration
You decide on the color combinations!
At Polidomes, we give you the opportunity to personalize your glamping.
We provide all the technical elements so that each of the models is
comfortable, durable and original.
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Your configuration

Cover:

RAL 9003 - White

1M1 - Beige

6M0 - Green

7M4 - Sand

7M7 - Brick

8M4 - Light grey

8M5 - Grey
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Your configuration
Frame + Curtain rod:

RAL 9003 - White

RAL 1013 - Oyster white

RAL 9002 - Grey white

RAL 9006 - Aluminium

RAL 6010 - Grass green

RAL 9005 - Black
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Your configuration

Insulation:

RAL 9003 - White

RAL 1013 - Oyster white

RAL 9002 - Grey white

RAL 9006 - Aluminium

RAL 6010 - Grass green
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Your configuration
ALUPROF / COLORCOLLECTION

Doors:

KOLORY ADEC

RAL 9003 - White

ADEC D825 dąb vintage

ADEC S110 sosna

ADEC D101 złoty dąb

ADEC J107 jodła

ADEC D210 dąb rustykalny

ADEC S208 jodła

ADEC D502 dąb bagienny

ADEC B108 buk

ADEC M102 heban

ADEC W109 wiśnia

ADEC O102 orzech

ADEC W205 wenge

ADEC O205 orzech vein

ADEC D207 winchester

ADEC O306 orzech ciemny

ADEC C110 czereśnia

RAL 1013 - Oyster white

RAL 9002 - Grey white

RAL 9006 - Aluminium

RAL 6010 - Grass green

RAL 9005 - Black

ADEC M102 - Heban

ADEC D825 - Oak vintage
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go wyrobu.

ADEC D101 - Golden Oak

Your configuration
Basic curtains
Elegant curtains made of nylon with a light transmission of
80%. Possibility to choose a color according to the attached
RAL color table.

Blackout curtains
Blackout curtains guarantee a very good cut-off of incoming
light. The curtains are certified non-flammable. Possibility to
choose a color according to the attached RAL color table.

RAL 9003 - White

RAL 1013 - Oyster white

RAL 9002 - Grey white

RAL 9006 - Aluminium

RAL 6010 - Grass green

RAL 9005 - Black
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Additional Equipment
Optional equipment available for each model version and tent size

Wooden Terrace
Wooden Terrace built on a galvanized steel grate, finished
with an impregnated terrace board. The set includes
railings and, if necessary, stairs.

Electric skylight curtains
this technologically advanced, electric, remote-controlled
roller blind covers the five equilateral triangles of the
skylight. Convenient to use. Phase control, electric roller
shutter.

Mosquito net
convenient, easy-to-use netting against mosquitoes and
other insects, mounted to the door with magnets.

Skylight
a transparent element made in the central point of the
sheathing provides ideal lighting for the tent. Perfect for
observing the stars directly from the loft located on top of
the mezzanine.
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Cover branding
Cover branding provides brand awareness and product
recognition! Spherical structures are a fantastic advertising
medium to create a positive image of companies and
products. There is a possibility of making full-color prints of
any size on the tent’s outer membrane.

Remote-control station
Like other devices in the dome. The temperature and air flow
is operated using a remote-control station or other
integrated mobile device (e.g. a smartphone).

info@polidomes.pl
Tel.: 790 666 749
Tel.: 605 525 915

Showroom&Warehouse
ul. Związkowa 5
66-200 Świebodzin, POLAND
Sales & Marketing
ul. Jedności Narodowej 22c
78-100 Kołobrzeg, POLAND

All visualizations contained in the catalog are for illustration purposes only.
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